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two new types of control are available for the new stylus rmx. the first is
the flip mode control which allows you to turn on and off the loops and
then split them into a new'split' style control. you can also use the split to
adjust the breaks between different loops. the sound states can also be
used to create a complex groove. stylus can have 25 different states, but
the more complex ones offer greater opportunities. the states are defined
by a set of functions that make up a set of sound states, with each
function selected from a set of nine definitions. there are also 30 built-in
states, such as arpeggio and triangle that can be applied to any midi-
command by the author. all are illustrated on the enclosed diagrams and
grid. the diagrams also show how many elements the stylus is set up to
play in each state. you can of course create your own states, or create
entirely different states in which to play a different groove or set of
elements, all using the same functions. trick beat, with a simple four-note
bassline, made to work in any situation without the need for fm. the pitch
contour on each beat is sent by the pitch of the bass to the sequencer,
and the arpeggio function in the sequence editor can be used to play the
bass in arpeggio when using a groove element of the same state. a
smooth, sustaining bassline played in octaves throughout the song, each
divided into three quarter-notes, in second position. it's a great backbeat,
so it's perfect for playing the first beat in a song. pan determines the level
of the currently selected sound. to achieve a pan effect, you need to use
the pan control between -100 and 100. stylus lets you set the panning
with the mixer controls. all the pan settings are independent of the mixer
settings. to apply a stylus pan setting in the mixer, use the pan function in
the edit window.
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there are two main ways of working with loops you can either drag the
midi'slice' files into a sequencer track or you can trigger a loop element

from a single key. unlike the original stylus, this latter way of working lets
you change the tempo so the loops are being sequenced as slices, but this

time from within the sage engine. how do you make a drum loop? once
you have the sounds loaded in, you simply select a drum loop. you can

record your own drum loop or select from a library of drum kits you have
loaded into stylus rmx. you can import a wav or midi file into stylus rmx,

which will be automatically converted into a drum loop. the default
'pattern' is a 4-bar loop, but it can be adjusted to be 1-bar, 8-bar, 16-bar
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or 32-bar. you can adjust the volume of each note, and the 'pitch' of each
note can be changed using the midi panel, which is also where you can
adjust the velocity of each note to create a 'playback' of your recorded
loop. you can also adjust the length of each loop by adjusting the loop
duration in the midi panel. the new chaos designer sounds outstanding

and there is some very good variety in terms of the variety of patterns and
sounds that you can create. for example, a simple six-note pattern with a

single slider control and a two-note pattern with a single slider and
another slider that can be set to a snap pattern can create a wide range of
sounds. as well as the ability to create new sounds, stylus rmx also offers
the option of importing any of the existing stylus sounds. in this way you
can take advantage of the many previously released sounds including the

full stylus library as well as a range of additional sounds. if you already
own stylus you can now also import those sounds and you'll find that the

sounds you already have are just as good as the ones you can create
yourself. 5ec8ef588b
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